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special Indications for doing so, as It may lead to exfoliation of the
cornea! epithelium. Manipulations must be made with the greatest care,
as permanent damage may be caused to the eye from devitaiization of
the tissue. When the cornea is affected, in addition to frequent bathing
the regular use of atropme is necessary. The instillation should be Instillation
repeated sufficiently frequently to keep the pupils ueJ! dilated, and con-
tlnued until the cornea Is completely healed. Secondary Infections often
follow damage to the cornea, owing to the lowered resistance of the
tissues to bacterial Invasion, If sepsis has occurred, a mild antiseptic such Sepsis
as a 10 per cent solution of silver protein (protargolj or mild silver
protelnate (argyrol) should be instilled at intervals. Infiltrating ulcers
should be cauterized by the careful application of pure phenol, but
care must be taken In the use of a caustic, as It may lead to extensive
necrosis and perforation. Bandaging the eyes Is not advocated, as
any form of pressure should be avoided. An eye-shade or dark glasses
should be worn to relieve the photophobia, but their use should be
discontinued as soon as possible, irrespective of the wishes of the
patient, as their prolonged use tends to accentuate neurasthenic
symptoms.
General treatment
Finally, the general treatment requires consideration. In the more
severe cases depression is prominent,, and the patient tends to become a
chronic invalid. For this reason, every effort should be made, by change
of environment and encouragement, to restore the physical and mental
fitness.
The majority of gas casualties during the period mustard gas was used
in France (1917-18) were due to vapour contamination,, and relatively
few were caused by direct contamination with the liquid. Prolonged
invalidism from the effects of the vapour occurred in a very small pro-
portion of the cases, and most of the casualties from this type of con-
tamination were returned to duty within two months. This contrasts
with the prolonged convalescence necessary for the healing of the more
severe burns caused by the liquid.
(2)—Lewisite
Lewisite—p-chlorovinyldichloroarsine (CHCl:CHAsCla)—is another Chemical
example of a vesicant. It is liquid at ordinary temperatures, has a com-
paratively low vapour-pressure, and is classed as a persistent gas; it
hydrolyses rapidly in water and aqueous vapours, especially in the
presence of alkalis. It is soluble in oils and in ordinary organic solvents.
The odour is not strong and may be compared with that of geraniums.
Its action resembles mustard gas in that lesions result from contact
with either the liquid or the vapour9 but it differs from mustard gas in its
more irritant effect and by the fact that its presence is more readily
detected owing to its early sensory irritant effect. The vesicant action is
powerful, and the blister fluid contains arsenic. There is less delay in the

